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Is It Easier To Get In Touch With Waith Than It Is With Our Guides? 

 

Indeed, it is. The only reason for that, you see, is that we are easily available. We are of 

such a vibration that the electromagnetic barriers that exist from dimension to dimension 

are easily broken through from our end. We are able, if you will, to visualize, please, a 

tunnel that goes through from dimension to dimension. We can create a hallway, if you 

will. We have this ability. So, therefore, you can gain access to us simply by our creating 

this hallway. 

 

This is not so with the guides, you see, for they are in training to be able to reach this 

type of vibration where they could create this hallway effect, and that part of their 

learning experience itself is in being able to work with their assigned entity who, 

together, would then create the ability to communicate with each other through this 

creation of a hallway effect. For some entities currently on the plane, it has become very 

easy to create this hallway, for they have worked diligently in times prior, as well as in 

this incarnation, to affect such an ability. Many incarnated now are just beginning to 

work on the ability to create this passageway between one dimension and another, you 

see. And thus, we, being in the position that we are and the assignment that we have 

been given from the kingdom, is to make ourselves available, for we have the ability to 

do this. The passageway is, in effect, always there, you see. Very good question, my 

love! 

 

Waith Responds Humorously To A Question About The Daily Life Of An Angel 

 

Waith, you have talked very little about what you do on a day-to-day basis, even though days are 

eternal. Is there any way that you could tell us a little bit? ☺  

 

We do enjoy the questions that come. We leave our house each day and we put on our 

robe and attach our wings ~ we travel to the office where we sit at our computer, and 

we plug into The Universal Consciousness. ☺ ☺ We then give a printout that directs us to 

who is doing what, and what is doing to whom, and we then know what we are to do 

that day! And then we go to lunch. 

 

No coffee break? 

 

We do not have coffee here. We have another beverage that is equally addictive, as you 

would have on the plane. We have our gossip time in the afternoon, and then we all go 

home and watch television and drink our beer, and then we go to bed and start all over 

again the next day! ☺ ☺ ☺ (Continual laughter from group during this dialogue) 

 

Do you take your wings off? 
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Oh, of course, we take our wings off! 

 

Before or after you get into bed? 

 

Oh, much before, because we would not want to crush them when we were laying 

down in bed. Does that answer your question? 

 

Just like here! 

 

A Question About Acquiring Crystals Which Have Been Enclosed In Protective Plastic 

 

I purchased some King Solomon rocks at a metaphysical fair and they are encased in plastic, and 
I thought I saw a white cloud or aura around each individual stone ~ there are four of them ~ and I 
was wondering what effect the plastic would have on the stones and the aura effect. 

 

We would say that this material referred to as plastic is not very beneficial for the 

delicate energies of any crystal, but you, of course, know that, and that the encasement 

within the plastic creates for these energies the same type of effect that you would feel if 

you had plastic around your body. You would feel suffocated. They are energies. 

 

I am wondering if there is a way I can release them from that without damaging the crystals. 

 

Of course, there is. Indeed. 

 

A Question About Reacting To Situations Involving Another’s Path ~ Being Judgemental 

 

When someone is responsible for hurting others, the usual thing is to say how terrible and 
irresponsible that was, and well, that was his path, and so on. The consensus is to say this person 
was a bad person. I am against that and feel conflict in saying it was their path. Would you 
comment, please? 

 

Why do you need to react? 

 

Everybody does. 

 

Why? That in itself is a judgement, you see, that there is reason for you to react to 

another's path in any way, for as we have said so many times, you cannot know why 

others have events occur, and that it may very well be that what appears to be the fault 

or responsibility of one, may, in effect, be used as an opportunity for another to balance, 

and a particular entity has taken on this negative appearing behavior. All is not as it 

appears to be, my loves. We continue to say this, and we will say this until it is time for 

us to finish our mission here through Mushiba. All is not as it appears to be. Be very 
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careful. The issue of imposing your own beliefs is a very fine line. That is what you are all 

here to work on. 

 

We would also remind you, as we have indicated in the past, that the issue of judgement 

is not limited to the illusion on the plane and that judgement does occur in spirit, for 

judgement will not cease and will not be a totally learned lesson until Oneness with The 

Universal Consciousness occurs, you see. Being connected with Unconditional Love, it 

simply means that you attempt to learn nonjudgement. You attempt to learn 

Unconditional Love through the various dimensions, and in the various learning 

opportunities, and that even at the Angelic Level there is judgement. It is not as you on 

the plane now are struggling with, but it is most certainly a part of all entities. And so, 

you must not feel that when you judge that you should slap yourselves and say, "I have 

been bad." You simply must recognize that you have judged, and forgive yourselves and 

say, "I will attempt to do better." That is what it is all about. 

 

When people are sitting around and talking about something that happened, what is the correct 
behavior? 

 

To say nothing. 

 

Or get up and walk out. 

 

It may not be appropriate to get up and walk out. It may be more appropriate and may 

make more of a statement by simply not saying anything rather than presenting what 

may be perceived as a confrontational behavior by walking out. 

 

And an attitude of saying someone should be in jail because of something they did. Is that a 
judgement? 

 

Indeed, it is. 

 

Even though our laws go that way. 

 

Indeed. And the laws have been established for lessons to be learned on the plane, for 

you do not know what entities are interacting with what entities for balancing. You do 

not know what energy form is in the encasement. We have sent many from The Angelics 

into specific roles, into specific situations, that elicit this type of judgement so as to assist 

in learning not to judge, and may, in fact, be there so that an entity on the plane has an 

opportunity to balance in a particular lesson, in a particular area that may not be 

available in some other way. All happens according to the Universal blueprint. 

 

Are There Major Lessons That Must Be Learned In Order To Return To The One? 
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To be part of The One, are there major lessons that would apply to all of us? For example, is 
patience a major lesson? Is love a major lesson? So that if you do not reach those, there is no 
way you are going to go with the One. 

 

We have indicated that very issue in other sessions, and you might ask Limera to direct 

you to those transcripts in which we have set out the beginnings of that very topic of 

major lessons, major issues. 

 

Well, I have read many of the transcripts, and I know that you speak of patience and you speak of 
some of the others, but it still raises the question around, as an entity, are there lessons 
irrespective of what one would learn on earth that one would need to obtain to be part of The 
Creator? 

 

Indeed. Many. 

 

And you do not want to tell me which ones they are? Okay. 

 

That will all come in its due time, my love. We have set out a plan of revelation, for if 

we were to give you the whole ball of wax, as it is said, it would be more than you 

would be capable of understanding. This is not for you directly, of course, or personally, 

but for all who would read the transcripts. It will come in its just time. And yes, one of 

the major lessons that is a common thread is patience. 

 

How does the act of being considerate towards others fit into all of this? How do you view that? 

 

It is not how we view it but rather how The Universal Consciousness views it. 

Consideration of others is an element, an aspect, of Unconditional Love and reflects the 

degree of Self-worth that an entity feels, for the stronger the entity feels for Self and the 

greater love for Self, the greater will be the ability ~ and we emphasize this, the ability ~ 

to show consideration to others. 

 

Understand, however, that if an entity does not show consideration toward another, 

you must be careful, for it may not mean that they do not have a high degree of Self 

love. We will not make it easy for you. You must learn to not judge. You must not be 

concerned whether another shows Self consideration. If one shows you, or any of you, 

what you consider a lack of consideration toward Self that is your perception of it. It 

may not necessarily be the other entity's perception, for the other entity may be, in their 

perception, showing you tremendous consideration. It is dependent, you see, upon the 

entity's own awarenesses. And thus, you must not judge another by your own Self. 

 

What about the consideration shown to objects, like a chair? I know that you get into judgement 
here towards breaking an object. That doesn’t seem like a lack of caring where it is an object. 

 

Ah, indeed. It would be, again, as I have just discussed where entities are concerned. 

What one entity considers consideration may not be another's, and you judge when you 
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would say, "That entity has broken that chair, or did not take care of his or her 

possessions in the way that I think they should be taken care of." Who are you to make 

that judgement? All you need concern yourselves with, each of you, is how you take care 

of your possessions and not how another does, for that is the ultimate judgement. 

 

These are not easy to do, of course. We have said to you before. It is much, much easier 

for us to give you the concept and to discuss this at its purest form, for if it were easy, 

you see, you would be back with One, for heaven's sakes! And you all take this so 

seriously, you see, you take it all so seriously, what another does. You see, do not be 

concerned with what another does. Be concerned with yourself and let the others do 

what they do. You see? 

 

And all you need to do is to emanate a love, a light, that is available if another needs it, 

to call upon it if needed, and to be who you are, and if an entity responds to that, then 

so be it, and if an entity does not, so be it. Do all respond to us? There have been many 

entities who have come and gone during the time that we have been speaking, and have 

we shown that we were concerned or upset because an entity did not respond to us? 

 

So be it, my loves. Be who you are. Be concerned about being the best that you can be, 

for then whoever else would respond to that is who would respond to that, and 

whoever else would not, then it was not for you to be the one who they would respond 

to. Do you understand? 

 

But what would that mean if that would be one of your own children? 

 

It has the same application, my love. Indeed, for you all take on roles. Remember this. 

Who might be your child in this life may have been your mother in another life, you see, 

or any other combination of roles that exist on the plane. And you all get so wrapped up 

in roles and, "I am the mother so, therefore, I should be a certain way with the child and, 

therefore, I can be judgemental because after all, I am the mother." ☺  

 

Being In Conflict With A Decision Of Trying To Please Everyone 

 

If a person has three people in the house and they all want a different room temperature. It feels 
like a serious situation, and there is no pay to please everyone, especially yourself. What is the 
right thing to do? 

 

Why would you attempt to try to please the others? We would use this as a very good 

example. You see ~ now, this is very important, ah, such serious concerns on the earth 

plane, you see. Now, the temperature in a room, and there are three people in this 

room. Now, one says it is too hot, another says it is too cold, and another says it is just 

right. ☺ Now, what is one to do? Such a serious situation. Now, there are a number of 

situations here that can be looked at. The first that one might do is, to the three, sit and 

say, "We have a problem here. How are we going to resolve this problem?" Now, part 
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of learning on the plane is in resolving conflict. And, yes, while we would say you must 

be yourself, understand that everyone being themselves is very different, and one 

individual may be very argumentative and hostile and they are being who they are. 

Another may be like yourself, my love, very gentle and wanting to please others. 

 

Now, if you are who you are and you want to, shall we say, acquiesce, and it is of no 

problem to you to say to the others, "If you want it hot, I will take off some of my 

clothing. If you want it colder, I will put on some clothing," you see. The point is to 

attempt to reach a common ground in which all feel comfortable rather than simply not 

talking about it or arguing about it, but rather to attempt to reach an agreement. One 

could simply leave the room. There are many solutions without being walked upon, as 

you might say. 

 

And understand that at any time in the gathering of entities, there will be some who 

have a greater awareness of the scheme of The Universe and are in greater touch with 

themselves, and, therefore, such mundane issues are of no concern, and there would not 

even be a discussion from an entity that, "Oh, I am too hot and you are too cold, I am 

just right," you see. 

 

You must understand that these are all set up for you to work through, and you must 

respond in the way that feels best for you, for then you are truly being who you are, and 

if it is argumentative, then that is who you are. You must not place negativity upon 

anything. The only way in which the behavior would be considered negative or 

regressive is if you have not taken that behavior and analyzed it at spirit level and 

attempted to improve it. If at spirit level ~ and this gets into other issues which we will 

not discuss now, for it is not the time ~ at spirit level, the decisions are made as to 

whether the lesson was analyzed. And if there is a deliberate ~ and this is a deliberate 

behavior on the part of an entity to do harm ~ deliberate, there is regression. If harm, as 

it would be perceived to be, is done, but it was meant as a learning experience and from 

that lessons were learned, then it is not regressive. It is appropriate for advancement. But 

understand, you see, that this issue of judgement once again comes in, for you know not 

where an entity's spirit is and what it is all about. 

 

 


